CD44 promotes chemoresistance in T-ALL by increased drug efflux.
T-Cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia is considered a largely curable disease in children; however, adult patients and children with refractory or relapsed disease have consistently poor outcomes. On the basis of our prior work highlighting CD44 as a marker of leukemia-initiating cells in animal models and because cancer stem cells are postulated to possess intrinsic resistance to conventional chemotherapy, we examined whether CD44 itself might play a role in mediating chemoresistance. We report here that in both genetically defined mouse models and human cell lines, CD44 expression is associated with chemoresistance, and that this effect is mediated in part through enhanced drug efflux. Interestingly, we also observed increased CD44 expression in residual blasts following standard induction chemotherapy, as compared with blasts from matched, pretherapy samples in a subset of pediatric patients undergoing minimal residual disease monitoring as part of a clinical trial. These findings support a functional role for CD44 in promoting chemotherapy resistance and suggest that targeting it directly or its relevant effector pathways may improve clinical responses in T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia.